




































































AGN	accre6on	luminosity Fν ∝να  


















































successful in reproducing the 
observed SDSS results
synthetic spatially resolved 








successful in reproducing the 
observed SDSS results
at high redshift: !


























































































































































z <= 1:8(w=o NV)
1:8 < z < 2:6













































1:8 < z < 2:6
z >= 2:6(w=oCIII])
‣ combines	in	a	coherent	way	emission	
from	different	components	(stars,	gas,	
dust,	AGN)	
‣ adopts	Bayesian	approach	to	obtain	
posterior	PDF	of	every	model	
parameter	
‣ includes	predictions	from	galaxy	
formation	models	
MAIN	FEATURES
APPLICATIONS
BayEsian	Analysis	of	Galaxies	
sEds	-	BEAGLE Chevallard+16,	arXiv:1603.03037
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‣ fit	spectro-photometric	data	at	UV	
to	IR	wavelengths	
‣ create	synthetic	catalogues	of	
galaxy	SEDs	
‣ study	retrievability	of	galaxy	
physical	parameters	for	different	
type	of	observations
‣ broad-band	
photometry	
‣ and/or	spectral	
features	(e.g.	emission	
line	intensities	or	EWs)	
‣ full	spectra	fit
Summary
✦ 	UV	emission-line	ra6os	are	good	diagnosacs	of	the	ionizing	source	(nuclear	vs	
stellar	ac6vity)	
✦ 	interpreta6on	of	spectroscopic	observa6ons	to	study	physical	properaes	of	
the	ionized	gas	(e.g.	metallicity,	density)	of	both	ac6ve	(Mignoli+in	prep.)	and	
inac6ve	galaxies	(Stark+14,15a,b,16)	
✦ 	can	be	easily	implemented	in	SED	ﬁfng	tools,		e.g.	BEAGLE	(Chevallard+16)																																																																														
✦ 	combined	with	cosmological	simulaaons	to	bever	understand	feedback		
processes	and	black	hole	growth	(Hirschmann	+	in	prep)		
✦ 	interpret	current	spectroscopic	observaaons	(VLT-KMOS/MUSE	and	Keck-
MOSFIRE)	of	high	redshiw	sources	
✦ 	groundwork	for	future	faciliaes,	such	as	NIRspec	on-board	JWST	and	the	ELTs	
which	will	push	studies	up	to	the	epoch	of	reionizaaon	(z>7)
